<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:00-8:30 AM | 30 min   | Registration and Breakfast  
CM Lobby                                                                   |
| 8:30-9:10 AM | 40 min   | Welcome and Keynote  
Outside Tents                                                        |
| 9:10-9:15 AM | 5 min    | BREAK                                                                       |
| 9:15 -10:00 AM | 45 min | Groups are not Teams: Knowing the difference and creating the latter in a digital world  
Cultivating Active Learning Possibilities within the Virtual Reality Environment  
Improving Student Course Engagement in Distance Learning Courses  
The Hero's Journey and Transformative Power of Game-Based Learning |
| 10:00-10:15 AM | 15 min | BREAK                                                                       |
| 10:15-11:00 AM | 45 min | Bringing the "Snippet" to the online classroom though Doodly  
Technology-enhanced group learning in the Chemistry Curriculum.  
Prototyping and Testing Tools for Teaching and Learning Inclusive Design  
Increasing Student Connections through E-Learning Tools: Peer Reviews and Digital Stories |
| 11:00 - 11:15 AM | 15 min | BREAK                                                                       |
| 11:15 - 12:00 PM | 45 min | Enhancing student engagement and learning during online teaching.  
Cultivating Technology Integration at the College of Medicine  
Writing in a Beginning Spanish Course: Cultivating Possibilities of a Literacy Web System  
Using Cloud Services in Teaching and Research or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Cloud |
| 12:00-1:00 PM | 1 hour   | LUNCH  
Outside Tents                                                             |
| 1:00-1:45 PM | 45 min   | Lighting the way for 21st century instruction: Innovative lecturing with Lightboard  
Immersive Environment for Parametric Design  
Technology Tips and Tools: Endless Possibilities to Enhance Student Participation and Engagement |
| 1:45-1:50 PM | 5 min    | BREAK                                                                       |
| 1:50 - 2:20 PM | 30 min | ACTIVE LEARNING PANEL  
Outside Tents                                                                     |
| 2:30-3:00 PM | 30 min   | DOOR PRIZES  
Outside Tents                                                                    |